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The hedge maze will claim it’s
prize. It’s twisted thorns and
razor sharp leaves hunger.

Once more the peasants are
trapped, the thorns will feast
on the warm blood. The maze
knows in it’s unthinking myriad
of tangled leaves that the
gods will not be able to save
them all, their bickering and
indecision will doom at least
one. The hunger grows but
the tangled maze is patient,
yes it can wait a little longer.

Will you be able to guide your
disciples away from harm or
will you be thwarted in your
efforts?

Hedge maze is a print and
play game, all components
can be printed or played with
a chess board, a set of
dominoes and 4 pawns in two
colors and two exertion tokens
per player.

Setup
 Set up the board according
to the layout below.

 Each player gets 2 exertion
tokens.

 Randomly select a starting
player.

Rules
The first player to move both
their peasants off of the
opposite board edge is the
winner.

If three moves are repeated
by both players the player with
most peasants taken off of the
board or, if tied, he or she with
remaining peasant closest to
the opposite edge wins.



During a turn the players each
perform two actions:
 Move any maze tile on the
board:
The pieces can be slid (either
horizontally or vertically)
and rotated as long as
there’re no hedge or peasant
blocking the rotation.
 Move one of their peasants
horizontally or vertically to an
adjacent free square.

The same action may be
taken twice. However moving
the same piece (hedge or
peasant) twice in the same
turn requires the player to
spend one exertion token.

If a player has no exertion
tokens they can not not move
the same piece a second time.

An exertion token can also be
spent at the end of the turn to
flip a hedge. A flipped hedge
can not be moved. It is flipped
back at the start of the flipping
player's next turn.

At the end of the turn if the
player hasn't spent a token
one is regained to a maximum
of two.

A hedge can be rotated in any

direction provided that one end of

the hedge stays on the same tile

and that there is no player or

other hedge blocking the move.

A hedge can be moved one

square horizontally or vertically as

long as there is no other hedge or

peasant blocking the move.

A hedge can not be rotated if a

peasant or other hedge blocks

the rotation.



This Game is © Frozen Maze
Games AB 2019

but...

this is a simple game and
there is room for extra rules,
so feel free to add your own
ideas to the game and remix it
as you see fit. To get some
ideas see the optional rules
below or go to
https://frozenmazegames/hm

We'd love to see what you add
to the game so please share
your rule/remix in the
comments field!

Optional rules
Almost there
Stepping of the board requires
both actions in the turn (spend
an exertion token).

Dragged through the hedge
A peasant can be moved
through any number of
connected hedges in a
straight line. When this is
done an exertion token is
permanently spent.

Upheaval of the Maze
Once per player and game an
exertion token may be
permanently spent at the end
of a player's turn to rotate the
board 90 degrees clockwise.
Your new goal is still the
opposite side.

Thank you for playing, if you enjoyed the game please consider
follow us on social media and/or donate a small amount to help
us produce more games.
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